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Audacity - Part One
Record easily; Distill what matters
When recording instruction, we all know it can be difficult
to stay on point. Alternatively, if you concentrate too much
on the point, it’s hard for anything interesting to happen.
Luckily, with just a little bit of editing in post, you can allow
yourself the creative digressions which make instruction
interesting, while cutting out the dross which can make
instruction difficult for students to conceptualize.

––

AUDACITY

Audacity is a free tool available for download online, with
nearly all of the features offered by other, far more expensive audio-editing applications. It is available for both Mac
and PC, it exports to just about any audio format you could
want, and, best of all, it’s easy to use.
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Directly adjacent to the playback toolbar is the editing
toolbar, exhibited above. The first tool of the six displayed,
the selection tool, appears very similar to a text-cursor.
This is the tool you will use to edit out what is unnecessary;
a flub, for instance, or coworkers talking in the background.

Background Muttering
Click and drag over the offending artifact of audio to select
it. Then hit delete on your keyboard.

Track Controls

If you have a microphone (and, these days, most computers have them built-in) then hit record and start talking.
You will see your speech recorded as blue soundwaves in a
track on the gray field which takes up most of the Audacity
window.

––

POST PRODUCTION OR “POST”

Once you begin recording your lecture, don’t stop the
recording to start all over again if you screw up. Continue
speaking and remember to edit out what isn’t needed after
you are finished. “Post” is the whole point of using an application such as Audacity. Post is license to be present in
the moment of speaking, and worry about what does or
does not belong later. There are other adjustments you
may make in post, with other tools; we’ll cover those later.

No More Background Muttering
The audio to either side will automatically collapse,
creating a seamless transition as if the what was deleted
never existed. Do this for all unnecessary artifacts. For
distance delivery courses, this means doing all your recording in one take and distilling what matters after the
fact. It also means your students don’t have to listen to
what isn’t pertinent.
Download and find more info at
www.audacity.sourceforge.net

For more information on this topic, please see: http://iteachu.uaf.edu/grow-skills/audio/audacity/
Contact us at: http://distance.uaf.edu/go/iteachu-contact

Stay tuned for Audacity
Part 2: Final Touch Tools

